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Historical Board Gaming is excited 

to introduce Amerika Bombers (ABO), in 

which you get some seriously long 

range bombers to create some 

worldwide destruction! While they aren’t 

cheap to build or develop, these 

weapons were on the drawing board in 

World War II and we don’t think your 

Global War experience will be complete 

without them.  So, without further ado – 

let the bombing commence…. 
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AMERIKA BOMBERS 

 

 
A Global War 1936 - 1945 Expansion 

Introduction 
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Availability: Each of the listed 

bombers has an availability 

section.  Each of these bombers 

requires the purchasing nation to 

have developed Long Range 

Aircraft technology (GW 7.7) and 

two of these also require Heavy 

Strategic Bomber technology (GW 

7.7) as well has having already 

built two or three of these aircraft. 

Interception Value: All bombers have an air -air defense value which is listed in 

parenthesis. This is only used in strategic bombing interception against fighters (Per 

Table 9-9 in the Global War 1936 rules). 

Carpet Bombing: All strategic and heavy strategic bombers attack land units 

through carpet bombing rather than a normal attack (GW 9.14).  The B-36 has a 

special carpet bombing value of “3” instead of “2”. 

Set Contents 

    Me-264 - (x2)  (Painted Black) 

    G10N1 - (x2)  (Burnt Orange) 

    B-36 - (x)1  (3D Printed, Painted Olive Drab) 

Building the Bombers 
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Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Me-264 Strategic Carpet Bombing (1)* 2 24 18 

1.0 Me-264 Strategic Bomber 

Me-264 Bomber: While the original design of the Me-264 was 

for long  range marine reconnaissance and convoy 

interdiction, the Me-264 was also in competition for the 

Amerika-bomber project. The bomber could make 8,947 

miles - enough for a round 

trip to Amerika with a 6,614lb 

bomb load.   

 

 

                                               

* Value for strategic bombing interception - see Global War 1936 rules. 

Availability: The Me-264 is available when Germany has long-range aircraft and ha 

built at lest 3 other long range aircraft. 

Strategic Bombing: The Me-264 is a standard long-range strategic bomber.  

9.14 Carpet Bombing: Carpet bombing is an option available only to 

strategic  bombers (and heavy strategic bombers). (See table 9-9) When 

carpet bombing, bombers Attack forces in a land zone rolling three dice and 

getting a hit on each dice with a “2” or less (five dice are rolled for heavy 

strategic bombers). The Attacking bomber is subject to interception and anti-

aircraft fire from anti-aircraft guns (not facility anti-aircraft guns) just as if 

it were strategic bombing. No other land forces may fire back. The bomber 

attacks for one round after which it must retreat.  

A strategic bomber may also fly a carpet-bombing 

mission to support an attack by other land forces. In 

this case it makes its carpet-bombing attack as normal 

during the first round of combat and then retreats if it 

is not eliminated as a casualty. Note that it is not 

subject to interception combat (as it would on a 

strategic bombing mission) but could be eliminated 

through the normal combat process. 
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Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

G10N1 Fugaku Carpet Bombing (3)* 3 18 17 

2.0 Nakajima G10N1 Fugaku (Heavy Strategic Bomber)  

The Nakajima G10N1 “Fugaku” was 

a heavy strategic bomber concept. 

The design called for a bomber that 

could depart from the Japanese 

Kurile Islands, strike the United 

States and then land in German 

occupied France for rearming. 

 

 

                     

* Value for strategic bombing interception - see Global War 1936 rules. 

Availability: When Japan develops heavy strategic bombers and long range 

aircraft and has built at least 2 long range strategic bombers.  

Heavy Strategic Bomber: The G10N1 is a heavy strategic bomber per Global War 

2nd Edition Rules.   
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3.0 B-36 Peacemaker (Heavy Strategic Bomber)  

The B-36 was a heavy strategic bomber originally designed 

to bomb Germany from bases in the U.S. and return – a 

design inspired by the fear that Britain may fall (and with it, 

bases for American bombers.)  The B-36 was the largest 

piston engine bomber ever built.   The B-36 had a range of 

10,000 miles and payload of 87,200lbs. By comparison the   

B-29 carried 

about 12,000lbs 

of bombs.  For defense, the B-36 had six 

remote-controlled gun turrets each with 

two 20mm cannons.   

* Value for strategic bombing interception - see Global War 1936 rules. 

Availability: When the USA develops both Heavy Strategic bombers and Long -

Range Aircraft and has built at least two long-range strategic bombers. 

Heavy Strategic Bomber: The B-36 is a heavy strategic bomber.  It adds +1 damage 

to each strategic bombing dice. . 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

B-36 Carpet Bombing 3 (4)* 3 25 24 

B-36 
Peacemaker 

Ordnance: The B-36 can carry Nuclear weapons and T-12 Cloud-maker bombs. Both 

the Me-264 and G10N1 can carry German anti-ship missiles. 

Expansion Compatibility 
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate 

War Game  

Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is 

a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily 

supported and expanded games on the market. Visit 

our website to see our full line of games, expansions, 

markers, units and other accessories.  

You can find Global War 1936-1945 here.                    

You can view our Global War expansion sets here. 

You can view more Global War expansion sets here. 
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